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This annual update reports on developments in the global HIV/AIDS epidemic and draws on the most
recent data available to give global and regional estimates of its scope and human toll. Despite
promising developments in global efforts to address the AIDS epidemic, including increased
access to effective treatment and prevention programmes, the number of people living with HIV
continues to grow, as does the number of deaths due to AIDS. Findings for 2006 include: the
total number of people living with HIV is estimated at 39.5 million, 4.3 million new cases
during the year and an estimated 2.9 million deaths. Sub-Saharan Africa continues to bear the
brunt of the global epidemic with 63 per cent of all adults and children with HIV globally and
with its epicentre in southern Africa. In the past two years, the number of people living with
HIV increased in every region in the world, with the most striking increases in East Asia,
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, where the number of people living with HIV in 2006 was over 21
per cent higher than in 2004.
Desribes the history of the AIDS and HIV epidemic, the prevention and treatment of this disease,
and its future impact on the world.
This is the first study to systematically review the available data on MSM in Low and Medium
Income Countries and model the impact of responses to MSM on overall country epidemics, using
Peru, Ukraine, Kenya, and Thailand as examples.
Provides an overview of the global distribution of AIDS cases, looks at the societal causes of
HIV infections, discusses prevention and treatment options, and describes the epidemic's effect
on society.
AIDS
HIV/AIDS: Global Frontiers in Prevention/Intervention
AIDS in the World Two
Women, HIV, and the Church
Disease Control Priorities, Third Edition (Volume 6)
AIDS Epidemic Update, December 2006

A powerful tribute to one of the greatest scientists, activists, humanitarians, and social entrepreneurs in the
world of HIV/AIDS. When Malaysia Airlines flight MH17 was shot down by pro-Russian rebels in July 2014, the
world wondered if a cure for HIV had disappeared. Seated in the plane’s business-class cabin was Joseph
Lange, better known as Joep, a shrewd Dutch doctor who had revolutionized the world of HIV and AIDS and
was working on a cure. Dr. Lange graduated from medical school in 1981, right as a new plague swept across
the globe. He studied ways to battle HIV and prevent its spread from mother to child. Fighting the injustices of
poverty, Lange advocated for better access to health care for the poor and the vulnerable. He championed the
drug cocktail that finally helped rein in the disease and was a vocal proponent of prophylactic treatment for
those most at risk of contracting HIV. The Impatient Dr. Lange is the story of one man’s struggle against a
global pandemic—and the tragic attack that may have slowed down the search for a cure. Seema Yasmin draws
on written records, medical journals, recorded discussions, expert testimony, and extensive interviews with
Lange’s family, friends, and colleagues around the globe—including the people he spoke to in the days before
he died. She faithfully reconstructs key scenes from Lange’s life and the history of the AIDS epidemic,
revealing how Lange became a global leader in the fight against AIDS. “A thrilling history of the investigation of
one of the greatest plagues in human history.” —Lawrence Wright, Pulitzer Prize-winning author
In this groundbreaking narrative, longtime Washington Post reporter Craig Timberg and award-winning AIDS
researcher Daniel Halperin tell the surprising story of how Western colonial powers unwittingly sparked the
AIDS epidemic and then fanned its rise. Drawing on remarkable new science, Tinderbox overturns the
conventional wisdom on the origins of this deadly pandemic and the best ways to fight it today. Recent genetic
studies have traced the birth of HIV to the forbidding equatorial forests of Cameroon, where chimpanzees
carried the virus for millennia without causing a major outbreak in humans. During the Scramble for Africa,
colonial companies blazed new routes through the jungle in search of rubber and other riches, sending African
porters into remote regions rarely traveled before. It was here that humans first contracted the strain of HIV
that would eventually cause 99 percent of AIDS deaths around the world. Western powers were key actors in
turning a localized outbreak into a sprawling epidemic as bustling new trade routes, modern colonial cities, and
the rise of prostitution sped the virus across Africa. Christian missionaries campaigned to suppress polygamy,
but left in its place fractured sexual cultures that proved uncommonly vulnerable to HIV. Equally devastating
was the gradual loss of the African ritual of male circumcision, which recent studies have shown offers
significant protection against infection. Timberg and Halperin argue that the same Western hubris that marked
the colonial era has hamstrung the effort to fight HIV. From the United Nations AIDS program to the Bush
administration's historic relief campaign, global health officials have favored well-meaning Western
approaches--abstinence campaigns, condom promotion, HIV testing--that have proven ineffective in slowing
the epidemic in Africa. Meanwhile they have overlooked homegrown African initiatives aimed squarely at the
behaviors spreading the virus. In a riveting narrative that stretches from colonial Leopoldville to 1980s San
Francisco to South Africa today, Tinderbox reveals how human hands unleashed this epidemic and can now
overcome it, if only we learn the lessons of the past.
Written by a leading expert in the field, this book provides a clear and incisive analysis of the different
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perspectives of the global response to HIV/AIDS, and the role of the different global institutions involved. The
text highlights HIV/AIDS as an exceptional global epidemic in terms of the severity of its impact as a
humanitarian tragedy of unprecedented proportion, its multi-dimensional characteristics, and its continuous
evolution over more than two decades. The careful analysis in this volume critically reviews key issues in the
global response, including: HIV/AIDS as a development challenge North-South power relationships and
tensions international and regional partnerships between donor governments and recipient countries
governance of global institutions and impact on the capacity of developing countries to respond effectively to
the epidemic prevention versus treatment as options in HIV/AIDS services how to make the money work in
support of effective AIDS financing. Providing a comprehensive but easy to read and compact overview of
history, trends and impacts of HIV/AIDS and the global efforts to respond effectively this book is essential
reading for all students of international relations, health studies and international organizations.
The HIV PandemicLocal and global implicationsOUP Oxford
Preventing and Mitigating AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa
Global AIDS
The Global HIV Epidemics Among Men who Have Sex with Men
The Oxford Handbook of Global Health Politics
Report on the Global AIDS Epidemic
More Efficient HIV Responses in Eastern Europe and Central Asia
Gendering the HIV Pandemic
As we approach the 25th anniversary of the first recognition of HIV/AIDS in 1981, this book reflects on the international impact
of the disease. It has persistently remained a global issue, with more than 50 million people worldwide estimated to have been
infected since that date. This ambitious book, written by 165 authors from 30 countries, offers a multi-country comparative
study that examines how the response to the common, global threat of HIV is shaped by the history, culture, institutions and
health systems of the individual countries affected. Increasingly the shift of health systems has been from prevention only as
the main containment strategy, to a strategy that includes scaling up HIV treatment, and care and prevention services,
including antiretroviral therapy. Thus, all parts of the health system must be involved; policy makers, healthcare professionals
and users of the services have been forced to think differently about how services are financed, how resources are allocated,
how systems are structured and organized, how services are delivered to patients, and how the resulting activity is monitored
and evaluated in order to improve the effectiveness, efficiency, equity and acceptability of the response. This book is unique in
attempting to describe and assess a range of responses across the globe by situating them within the characteristics of each
country and its health system. Most chapters combine a health policy expert with an HIV specialist, allowing both a 'top down'
health system approach and a 'bottom up' HIV-specific perspective. There are thematic and analytical sections, which provide
an overview and some suggestions for solutions to the most serious outstanding issues, and chapters which analyse specific
country and organisational responses. There is no perfect health system, but the evidence provided here allows the sharing of
knowledge, and a opportunity to assess the impact and reactions, to an epidemic that must be considered a long term issue.
The global response to HIV/AIDS has been a major aspect of global health and development policy over the last three decades.
The book illustrates the devastating health impacts of the epidemic, with life expectancy in some countries falling to the lowest
levels observed anywhere, and the remarkable success of the global HIV/AIDS response in reversing such extreme outcomes.
Concerns about the implications of HIV/AIDS for economic development have played a role in motivating the global HIV/AIDS
response. However, evidence on the impacts of HIV/AIDS on economic growth or poverty is weak, and the magnitude and
relevance of such economic effects appears trivial compared to the consequences for life and health. Because of the success in
extending access to treatment globally, HIV/AIDS has effectively transitioned into a chronic disease. This means that HIV/AIDS
absorbs not only a substantial chunk of current global and national financial resources, but that these spending needs are
projected to persist over decades. The costs of the HIV/AIDS response thus resemble a long-term financial liability, shaped by
past and current policies. Relatedly, the calculus of cost-effectiveness of HIV/AIDS interventions has changed. People who
become infected with HIV can now expect to not die because of AIDS; at the same time, each HIV infection results in medical
needs and expenditures extending over decades. The book presents a framework for integrating these financial consequences
and the transmission dynamics of HIV in the analysis of cost-effectiveness of HIV/AIDS interventions and in the design of
HIV/AIDS programs.
Dawning Answers looks at the global HIV/AIDS epidemic through the lens of its evolvoing influence on public health theory and
practice. Losses from the epidemic have been devastating, but the many lesson learned have positively influenced other
domains of public health and will continue to generate new approaches to health assessment, policy development and
assurance. Students and teachers of public health and preventive medicine will find in this singular volume useful analyses from
the various disciplines comprising public health
This history of the African AIDS epidemic is a much-needed, accessibly written historical account of the most serious
epidemiological catastrophe of modern times. The African AIDS Epidemic: A History answers President Thabo Mbeki s
provocative question as to why Africa has suffered this terrible epidemic. While Mbeki attributed the causes to poverty and
exploitation, others have looked to distinctive sexual systems practiced in African cultures and communities. John Iliffe stresses
historical sequence. He argues that Africa has had the worst epidemic because the disease was established in the general
population before anyone knew the disease existed. HIV evolved with extraordinary speed and complexity, and because that
evolution took place under the eyes of modern medical research scientists, Iliffe has been able to write a history of the virus
itself that is probably unique among accounts of human epidemic diseases. In giving the African experience a historical shape,
Iliffe has written one of the most important books of our time. The African experience of AIDS has taught the world much of
what it knows about HIV/AIDS, and this fascinating book brings into focus many aspects of the epidemic in the longer context
of massive demographic growth, urbanization, and social change in Africa during the latter half of the twentieth century. The
African AIDS Epidemic: A History is a brilliant introduction to the many aspects of the epidemic and the distinctive character of
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the virus.
Three Decades of HIV/AIDS in Asia
The Impatient Dr. Lange
Tinderbox
HIV/AIDS, Stis, Tuberculosis, and Malaria
Global Disease-Local Pain
The Industrialized World Faces AIDS
Global Spending on HIV/AIDS in Resource-poor Settings : a Three Part Series
HIV/AIDS: Global Frontiers in Prevention/Intervention provides a comprehensive overview of the global HIV/AIDS epidemic. The unique
anthology addresses cutting-edge issues in HIV/AIDS research, policymaking, and advocacy. Key features include: · Nine original essays
from leading scholars in public health, epidemiology, and social and behavioral sciences · Comprehensive information for individuals with
varying degrees of knowledge, particularly regarding methodological and theoretical perspectives · A look into the future progression of HIV
transmission and scholarly research HIV/AIDS: Global Frontiers in Prevention/Intervention is will serve as a precious resource as a textbook
and reference for the university classroom, libraries, and researchers
This paper analyzes the macroeconomics of HIV/AIDS. The paper highlights that the mortality and morbidity associated with AIDS make it
unlike most other types of sickness and disease. The paper describes the most common approaches used in accounting for growth in the
context of an HIV/AIDS epidemic. The impact of HIV/AIDS on education and the accumulation of human capital is discussed. The paper also
discusses the impact of HIV/AIDS on the public sector, and elaborates certain demographic events specific to the HIV/AIDS pandemic.
This book examines the global governance of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, interrogating the role of this international system and global discourse
on HIV/AIDS interventions. The geographical focus is Sub-Saharan Africa since the region has been at the forefront of these interventions.
There is a need to understand the relationship between the international political environment and the impact of resulting policies on
HIV/AIDS in the context of people’s lives. Hakan Seckinelgin points out a certain disjuncture between this governance structures and the way
people experience the disease in their everyday lives. Although the structure allows people to emerge as policy relevant target groups and
beneficiaries, the articulation of needs and design of policy interventions tends to reflect international priorities rather than people’s thinking
on the problem. In other words, he argues that while the international interventions highlight the importance attributed to the HIV/AIDS
problem, the nature of the system does not allow interventions to be far reaching and sustainable. Offering a critical contribution to the
understanding of the problems in HIV/AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa, International Politics of HIV/AIDS will be invaluable to students and
researchers of health, international politics and development.
The 1992 creation of the National HIV/AIDS Program was a fundamental step for Argentina to reach the second lowest burden of HIV/AIDS in
South America. From 2000 to 2010, Argentina further reduced the already low HIV/AIDS incidence of 15.9 per 100,000 by 25 percent and
reduced the burden by 21 percent. This study analyzes the national and inter-provincial burden of disease, the demographics of new HIV
cases, the demand and supply-sides of service delivery, and conducts a cost-benefit analysis of the National HIV/AIDS Program over the last
decade. Though the National HIV/AIDS Program was an instrumental step towards these achievements, this book also examines other key
programmatic innovations that have been essential to the country’s success in the fight against HIV/AIDS, including the introduction of
universal free antiretroviral treatment; a comprehensive legal framework for sexual and reproductive rights; the introduction of incentives and
results-based financing in the HIV/AIDS program; electronic monitoring of supplies and medicines; and implementation of an electronic
clinical governance system for improving the quality of care and patient follow-up, among others. Despite high costs of the Program, this
study found the Argentine National HIV/AIDS Program is cost-beneficial. From 2000 to 2010, 4,379 potential lives were saved. Nonetheless,
the fight against this epidemic poses continuous challenges, including a stubbornly high number of new infections among young men who
have sex with men, inequalities in HIV/AIDS rates between provinces, insufficient coverage of HIV diagnostic testing, insufficient HIV testing
of tuberculosis patients, low expenditure on HIV prevention, high comparative cost of antiretroviral treatment, and questions regarding the
long-term financial sustainability of the AIDS program, considering the increasing number of patients in treatment. 'Thirty Years of the
HIV/AIDS Epidemic in Argentina: An Assessment of the National Health Response' delves into the combination of factors that make
Argentina a success story in combating HIV/AIDS.
Global Institutions and the HIV/AIDS Epidemic
Final Report
Research and Data Priorities for the Social and Behavioral Sciences
The African AIDS Epidemic
Local and Global Implications
Global HIV/AIDS Politics, Policy, and Activism: Persistent Challenges and Emerging Issues [3 volumes]
The Challenge Continues

The AIDS epidemic in Sub-Saharan Africa continues to affect all facets of life throughout the subcontinent.
Deaths related to AIDS have driven down the life expectancy rate of residents in Zambia, Kenya, and Uganda
with far-reaching implications. This book details the current state of the AIDS epidemic in Africa and what is
known about the behaviors that contribute to the transmission of the HIV infection. It lays out what research is
needed and what is necessary to design more effective prevention programs.
This book considers the response to the HIV epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa by examining family planning
programs and HIV prevention efforts.
An insightful study on children orphaned as a result of the AIDS epidemic with a Foreword by Desmond Tutu.
In the world of the 21st century, epidemics are common biological and social occurrences, with HIV perhaps
emphasising this better than any other disease. Medical scientific research has undoubtedly made significant
steps forward; meanwhile, the social research field is still in its initial stages, with many awaiting an equally
auspicious response. A Socio-Criminological Analysis of the HIV Epidemic offers a comprehensive analysis of the
multifaceted socio-criminological dimensions of the HIV epidemic and positively contributes to the ongoing
sociological debate on infectious diseases. The author intends to create an independent epistemology of HIV to
explicate the social forces that impact and determine the course and experience of the epidemic, while also
seeking to reframe the popular discourse on HIV to reflect sociological conceptualisations. This latter step leads
to the identification of the concept of social interaction as an appropriate tool for highlighting the complex social
nature of this virus. The unprecedented challenge posed by the epidemic for the international community calls
for global cooperation aimed at evaluating the diverse aspects of the issues that many actors in this tragic drama
must deal with. Given its wide-reaching international appeal, this book is also recommended for those involved
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or interested in global health issues and infectious diseases. It will be of particular interest to medical
researchers, health workers, social scientists, social workers, policymakers, humanitarian workers, HIV and
human rights activists, and graduate students.
Tackling the World's Fastest-Growing HIV Epidemic
Civil Society and Health
The Status and Trends of the Global HIV/AIDS Pandemic, July 5-6, 1996
One Man's Fight to End the Global HIV Epidemic
How the West Sparked the AIDS Epidemic and How the World Can Finally Overcome It
The Macroeconomics of HIV/AIDS
The HIV Pandemic

Today, around the world, there are 5 million young men and women living with HIV. Opportunity in Crisis: Preventing
HIV from early adolescence to young adulthood examines the state of the HIV epidemic among young people,
highlighting the challenges they face and presenting solutions informed by evidence of what works with different age
groups and in different epidemic settings. The report outlines key steps towards building a continuum of HIV
prevention that can help keep children HIV-free as they develop into young adults.
Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) can make a vital contribution to public health and health systems, but harnessing
their potential is complex in a Europe where government-CSO relations vary so profoundly. This study is intended to
outline some of the challenges and assist policy-makers in furthering their understanding of the part CSOs can play in
tandem and alongside government. To this end it analyzes existing evidence and draws on a set of seven thematic
chapters and six mini case studies. They examine experiences from Austria, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Belgium, Cyprus,
Finland, Germany, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, the Russian Federation, Slovenia, Turkey and the European Union
and make use of a single assessment framework to understand the diverse contexts in which CSOs operate. The
evidence shows that CSOs are ubiquitous, varied and beneficial, and the topics covered in this study reflect such
diversity of aims and means: anti-tobacco advocacy, food banks, refugee health, HIV/AIDS prevention and cure, and
social partnership. CSOs make a substantial contribution to public health and health systems with regards to policy
development, service delivery and governance. This includes evidence provision, advocacy, mobilization, consensus
building, provision of medical services and of services related to the social determinants of health, standard setting,
self-regulation and fostering social partnership. However, in order to engage successfully with CSOs, governments do
need to make use of adequate tools and create contexts conducive to collaboration. To guide policy-makers working
with CSOs through such complications, and help avoid some potential pitfalls, the book outlines a practical framework
for such collaboration. This suggests identifying key CSOs in a given area; clarifying why there should be engagement
with civil society; being realistic as to what CSOs can or will achieve; and an understanding of how CSOs can be
helped to deliver.
AIDS is the most devastating communicable disease in history, and poor countries have been most severely impacted
by the pandemic. Since the mid-1990s, the use of antiretroviral drug therapies has dramatically extended life
expectancy and improved life quality for those with HIV/AIDS who can afford the costly treatments. Yet even as it
raises new hope, this medical advance has intensified ethical and political questions about AIDS. Antiretroviral use by
those with money and access throws the contrasting outcomes among AIDS sufferers throughout the world into high
relief. It has also revealed what many people with AIDS have known all along: the disease is not only propagated by
the virus, but by racism, entrenched poverty, structural inequality, and the legacy of colonial domination and
exploitation.Global AIDS: Myths and Facts aims to present the facts about HIV/AIDS, and empower people for
informed, active participation in the global struggle against this plague. To mobilize the energy, commitment, and
resources required for the fight, Irwin and Millen tackle 10 destructive myths that hamper implementation of effective
and equitable anti-HIV/AIDS programs.World leaders like Kofi Annan have announced treatment and prevention
initiatives that are opening new possibilities. But the authors argue that only sustained political pressure from the
grassroots--forging links across national boundaries; professional and social categories; and racial, ethnic, and
religious identities--will halt the pandemic's spread.
An international team of specialists in politics, policy, and activism provide an indispensable guide to the persistent
challenges and emerging issues posed by the global HIV/AIDS epidemic, now in its fourth decade.
Report on the Global HIV/AIDS Epidemic
In Search of Refuge
Last Served?
A Reference Handbook
A Global Battle
International Politics of HIV/AIDS
AIDS in Asia
AIDS in the World, Vol. 1, published in 1992, was the first full analysis of mankind's global confrontation with this disease.
The AIDS scene, however, has been changing so rapidly that the need for a second volume was felt much earlier than
expected. In AIDS in the World II, the authors extend the international comparisons from 38 countries to the entire world,
and show that the AIDS pandemic has become increasingly fragmented within the world population. They present data
that takes the discussion beyond the current understanding of the vulnerability of nations and communities to the
worldwide spread of HIV, engaging in a detailed exploration of the social strategies that have enabled individuals to avoid
infection. Mann and Tarantola chart a course into the future based on an incisive investigation of the global pandemic
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and response, the crucial lessons learned from the first decade, and their expert understanding of the scientific and social
dimensions of the HIV challenge. The authors explain how the variety of reactions to the pandemic has contributed to a
more advanced awareness of our vulnerability to HIV/AIDS, and offer a blueprint for an expanded global prevention
effort. Intended to serve the information needs of all professionals involved in AIDS research and care, this volume's
accessibility and clarity of writing make it highly suitable for the general reader as well.
Infectious diseases are the leading cause of death globally, particularly among children and young adults. The spread of
new pathogens and the threat of antimicrobial resistance pose particular challenges in combating these diseases. Major
Infectious Diseases identifies feasible, cost-effective packages of interventions and strategies across delivery platforms
to prevent and treat HIV/AIDS, other sexually transmitted infections, tuberculosis, malaria, adult febrile illness, viral
hepatitis, and neglected tropical diseases. The volume emphasizes the need to effectively address emerging
antimicrobial resistance, strengthen health systems, and increase access to care. The attainable goals are to reduce
incidence, develop innovative approaches, and optimize existing tools in resource-constrained settings.
The most authoritative account published to date on the history, spread, and chilling repercussions of one of the deadliest
pandemics the world has ever seen. * A comprehensive chronology examines scientific discovery, government and
nongovernment responses to the epidemic, and access to care and antiretroviral drugs * An entire chapter of illustrations
and charts visually supports discussions of cutting-edge medicine, surveillance, impact, and prevention
A work by health and development experts and professionals, this well-researched compilation traces the evolving and
highly dynamic nature of HIV/AIDS and its unprecedented health and development threat in Asia. Three decades of
HIV/AIDS in Asia studies how the region has responded to this epidemic in the last three decades. It contains countryspecific chapters on the HIV/AIDS problem—low-prevalence countries such as Bangladesh and Sri Lanka as well as
countries with advanced epidemics such as Cambodia, China, India, Pakistan, Thailand and Vietnam—and the evolving
response to it. There is recognition of the fact that Asia remains the hardest hit after Africa. The lesson learnt from the
Asian countries show that HIV can be prevented and clinically managed with sustained political commitment, adequate
human and financial resources, and inter-sectoral action. With the modus operandi of real-life stories and case studies,
this work is highly relevant in assessing the ground reality and the measures required for effective prevention, treatment,
and care across the continuum.
Local and global implications
Images of the Epidemic
The Global Impact of HIV/AIDS on Orphans and Vulnerable Children
Thirty Years of the HIV/AIDS Epidemic in Argentina
Opportunity in Crisis
Family Planning and HIV Prevention in Sub-Saharan Africa
Global AIDS Crisis

The Eastern Europe and Central Asia region has the world’s fastestgrowing HIV epidemic. Although still concentrated, the epidemic has
diversified, affecting several key populations in many countries. This change has increased the number of people in need, the ways the
epidemic can spread, and the complexity of formulating an effective strategy to combat it. At the same time, international funding is
insufficient to cover the growing need, and domestic plans to cover the funding gaps, in many cases, fall short. In this environment, the need
to use data to make the best possible decisions about using available funds is essential. Tackling the World’s Fastest-Growing HIV Epidemic
tells the story of how, in 11 countries across Eastern Europe and Central Asia, small groups of decision-makers and experts came together to
carry out innovative, groundbreaking analyses for each country. It details the steps these nations have taken to strengthen their HIV
programs based on the findings while highlighting critical issues for the road ahead. In so doing, the book also shows the potential of what
can be done with a mathematical model and how it can support real-life improvements in policy and more efficacious budget allocations. It is
the record of a unique undertaking to improve public health investments that offers lessons for many communities.
AIDS poses an unprecedented health and developmental threat the world over including Asia. Ever since it emerged in the early 1980s, it has
been spreading rapidly across continents and devastating millions of lives. In the process it has stretched the health-care systems and
wrecked the economies and social fabric of many societies. Developing countries, including those in Asia—which has the second highest
number of people living with HIV/AIDS—are the most seriously affected. In Asian countries, the problem is compounded by the lack of
awareness, poverty, and inadequate funds and infrastructure. This important and comprehensive volume focuses on the epidemiological and
programmatic aspects of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Asia. The contributors discuss the dynamics and determinants of HIV and cover a wide
range of pertinent topics related to prevention, care and treatment. These include: - The health, economic, socio-cultural and security
dimensions of HIV/AIDS - Success stories in HIV prevention and care including 100% condom programme - Antiretroviral treatment and the
“3 by 5” initiative - Management of HIV and sexually-transmitted infections - Drug-related HIV - HIV vaccine development - The role of NGOs
- Country-specific HIV reports The contributors highlight the lessons learned in Asia in responding to the challenge posed by HIV and the
success achieved by many countries. In addition to HIV prevention, facilitating access to care—including antiretroviral treatment—despite the
many problems is now a matter of crucial importance. Scaling up of innovative approaches proven effective elsewhere is also a matter of
great urgency. This volume will be invaluable for all those engaged in combating HIV throughout the world. In particular, it will be of immense
use to all those involved in HIV/AIDS control programmes, public health professionals, health care workers, policy makers, health
administrators, as also international agencies and NGOs and community-based organizations.
Protecting and promoting health is inherently a political endeavor that requires a sophisticated understanding of the distribution and use of
power. Yet while the global nature of health is widely recognized, its political nature is less well understood. In recent decades, the
interdisciplinary field of global health politics has emerged to demonstrate the interconnections of health and core political topics, including
foreign and security policy, trade, economics, and development. Today a growing body of scholarship examines how the global health
landscape has both shaped and been shaped by political actors and structures. The Oxford Handbook of Global Health Politics provides an
authoritative overview and assessment of research on this important and complicated subject. The volume is motivated by two arguments.
First, health is not simply a technical subject, requiring evidence-based solutions to real-world problems, but an arena of political contestation
where norms, values, and interests also compete and collide. Second, globalization has fundamentally changed the nature of health politics
in terms of the ideas, interests, and institutions involved. The volume comprises more than 30 chapters by leading experts in global health
and politics. Each chaper provides an overview of the state of the art on a given theoretical perspective, major actor, or global health issue.
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The Handbook offers both an excellent introduction to scholars new to the field and also an invaluable teaching and research resource for
experts seeking to understand global health politics and its future directions.
“A historical masterpiece! Just when we thought we knew everything about the politics and policies of the HIV/AIDS pandemic, Peter Baldwin
surprises us with innovative insights about the sharp differences in policy among countries as well as complex tradeoffs between civil liberties
and public goods. This is a refreshing and readable book in which AIDS is used as a lens to understand the public health enterprise ranging
from leprosy and syphilis to tuberculosis and SARS. Baldwin offers a deeply historical and comparative understanding of HIV in the
industrialized world.”—Lawrence O. Gostin, author of Public Health Law: Power, Duty, Restraint "Although a vast literature has emerged to
chronicle and reflect on the history of the AIDS epidemic since it was first reported almost a quarter of a century ago, there is nothing like
Peter Baldwin's probing and synthetic analysis of AIDS in the industrialized world. Building on his masterful Contagion and the State in
Europe 1830-1930, Baldwin has provided a complex historical tapestry of how an epidemic threat has challenged and exposed democracies
that thought infectious threats a thing of the past."—Ronald Bayer author of Private Acts, Social Cosequences:Aids and the Politics Of Public
Health and coauthor with Gerald Oppenheimer of AIDS Doctors:Voices from the Epidemic
Intimate Interventions in Global Health
A Generation at Risk
Responding to an International Crisis
A History
The Economics of the Global Response to HIV/AIDS
An Assessment of the National Health Response
Preventing HIV from Early Adolescence to Young Adulthood

As the world watched the biggest global epidemic in history evolve, many anticipated that Christians would embrace those
who were affected just as Jesus during his time embraced those who were sick and dying. Mostly, the Christian church
stood back and observed. Sometimes Christians responded with stigma and discrimination. Many who sought refuge in the
churches--churches where they had served the sick and the poor--were turned away as they now sought refuge for
themselves and their children. Individual authors address the critical issues related to the HIV epidemic, women, and the
Christian church: how the HIV epidemic affected so many women and children; what the Old and New Testaments teach
about our responsibility to the poor, the needy, the sick, the widow, and the orphan; and how difficult it should be for
Christians to ignore these teachings. The HIV epidemic continues, and millions of women and children bear a
disproportionate share of the pain and suffering without a refuge. Although HIV is a specific disease, it serves as a paradigm
for all Christians to ask what other needs they may be ignoring.
Following a decade in which the focus on HIV and AIDS has been on specific social groups, a shift in professional
perceptions has resulted in a change in the images of women and HIV/AIDS. "Last Served?" recognizes and analyzes the
trend toward more openly acknowledging and planning for women in the pandemic. Rather than enumerating the effects on
women of confused or conflicting policies and representation, the book details why and how this situation occurred.; The
author suggests that new visibility of women cannot in itself quickly or easily change the underlying assumptions which made
women simultaneously radiant figures of sexual purity, and a magnet for blame during the pandemic's first decade.; "Last
Served?" makes clear how the different ways of posing and answering questions about women and HIV are grounded in
already existing ways of thinking about gender, and how these underlying preconceptions sometimes create situations
whereby attempts to address the practical needs of women often result in reinforcement, or introduction of new forms of
male domination.; Combining detailed analysis with practical suggestions, "Last Served?" provides insights into the current
debates about women and AIDS and suggests future directions for work to overcome discrimination, faulty planning and
misrepresentation.
Fighting the AIDS and HIV Epidemic
Dawning Answers
2008 Report on the Global AIDS Epidemic
Disease and Democracy
Myths and Facts : Tools for Fighting the AIDS Pandemic
Persistent Challenges and Emerging Issues
Contributions and Potential
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